
GE/AY 133: Formation and Evolution of Planetary Systems 

Professor Konstantin Batygin 174 S Mudd kbatygin@caltech.edu 
TA Aida Behmard abehmard@caltech.edu
Class hours: MWF 10-11 am, 162 S Mudd 
Textbook: Astrophysics of Planet Formation by Phillip J. Armitage (2010). This book is 
available as an e-book at http://clas.caltech.edu/record=b1492139~S0.  

Weekly assignments: 
Readings: This is largely a survey class intended to provide a broad overview of our current 
understanding of major areas associated with the formation and evolution of planetary systems. 
As such, it is important that you read the background material prior to the start of Monday’s 
class. Readings will be posted on the course website. 

Problem sets: You will be expected to complete a weekly problem set, which will be provided 
on Tuesdays and will be due the following Tuesday by 5 pm. If you are ill or have other 
extenuating circumstances you can request an extension, but you must contact the TA prior to the 
due date to make your request. Collaboration with other students on the problem sets is both 
allowed and encouraged, but you will be expected to turn in an individual written solution for 
grading. Some problems on problem sets and on the midterm may reappear from previous years; 
you are not permitted to use previous solution sets or to examine tests from previous years.  

Exams: there will be a mid-term and a final exam in the class. Both of these exams will be open-
book, but time-limited to 1 and 3 hours, respectively. The mid-term will be in-class, on April 
26th. The final will be take-home, due June 5th at 5pm. 

Grading: homework (30%), midterm (30%), final (30%), participation (10%) 

Tentative plan of topics: 
Week 1: Introduction to star formation, empirical disk structure and dispersal  
Week 2: Physics of static and viscously accreting protoplanetary disks  
Week 3: Dust to planetesimals to terrestrial planets.  
Week 4: Giant planet formation including core accretion and gravitational instability, Nice model  
Week 5: Meteorites, radioactivity and the age of the solar system  
Week 6: Kuiper belt, giant planet satellites, giant impacts  
Week 7: Exoplanet detection techniques (RV, transit, direct imaging).  
Week 8: Dynamical evolution of planetary systems  
Week 9: Wrap-up, TBD
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